
Collecting and Using Data

     …but it is not visible to everyone.
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Potential and pressures are all around the farmers 
market sector

Farmers markets & CSAs growth/decline/retooling

Market location instability

SNAP/vouchers/incentives programs are multiplying w/partners expecting more impact. 

Corporate takeover of 
“local”

Rural places are losing population

Overall food shopping fragmentation and increased interest in 
healthy food, and decreased loyalty to long-time brands

Increase in technology for food and farming

Collecting data is the next step; depending on the metrics you choose, the collection method will differ

 DOT surveys; (part of the RMA suite of tools)  Interview or intercept surveys 

 online or self-selected surveys (including QR)

 “bean poll” weather (and 

bias) safeguarded version 

of the  Dot Survey
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To begin data collection, plan the dates well ahead of time in order to organize the labor and 
resources needed. Weather or other issues may arise which as the day arrives, may make it seem 
better to cancel but if it all possible, keep that agreed upon date. 
Alert your vendors and shoppers to the collection dates using the market website, Facebook page 
and signs at the market leading up to the collection days. 

If volunteers are needed, then adding that request to chalked market signs, the market Facebook 
page and in email newsletters weeks ahead may increase chances of encouraging market 
enthusiasts to help with collection.
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Consider following or adapting the example schedule presented below. The underlined days are the primary days for two days of 
collection. However, if you have the data collection team available and would like more precise data, the other two dates should be 
added.

Counting Days On the 4th, 10th, 16th and 22nd market days

Surveys On the 5th, 11th, 17th and 23rd market days (if unable to conduct on Counting Days)

Observation On the 6th, 12th, 18th and 24th market days

Ideally surveys should be conducted on the same day as counting visitors. If two seasons of data collection are desired, repeat the dates 

above for each season.
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Market Day Data is the best place to start

    Comprehension Quiz

1. What are the 3 methods of data collection this guide recommends for farmers markets?
2. Name one drawback to Dot Surveys
3. How many times does this guide recommend that you count visitors in one season? 
4. What does this guide recommend you do if you want to measure a multi season market site? 


